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ABSTRACT
I will investigate two inference problems. The data structure in the first case is a list of genes
identified by some genome-wide assay, and the problem is to characterize the functional content
of the list using known functional properties of all genes. By modeling the gene-list in terms of
latent activities of biological functions, one obtains a compelling multivariate procedure to address
the task. The available method ignores what turns out to be an important constraint in the highdimensional discrete parameter space. I will discuss this constraint and the inference improvements
that follow when the constraint is respected. In the second part of the talk I will discuss the
general problem of ranking and selection. Data form a collection of unit-specific point estimates
coupled with unit-specific quantities that inform the uncertainty in the underlying unit-specific
parameters (e.g., standard errors). When uncertainty varies substantially among units, different
ranking/selection schemes can give very different inferences about the true ranking. I introduce
and investigate a generic empirical Bayesian quantity—the r-value—which leads to rankings that
are optimal in the sense of maximizing the joint probability that a unit’s parameter is among
the top alpha-fraction of parameters and the unit is inferred to be in that top fraction. The
gene-set problem is addressed in a paper with Zhishi Wang, Qiuling He, and Bret Larget. The
ranking/selection findings are part of work with Nicholas Henderson.
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